Introduction
Throughout this note G is a finite group. A pair .G; N / is called a Camina pair if 1 < N < G is a normal subgroup of G and for every element g 2 G n N , the element g is conjugate to all of gN . These have been studied in a number of places ( [1-3, 5, 7] ). There are a number of equivalent conditions for Camina pairs. An equivalent condition that we use is: .G; N / is a Camina pair if and only if for every element g 2 G n N and for every element n 2 N , there exists an element y 2 G so that OEy; g D n. Another condition we refer to is: .G; N / is a Camina pair if and only if every character in Irr.G j N / vanishes on G n N . A third condition we need is: .G; N / is a Camina pair if and only if jC G .g/j D jC G=N .gN /j for all g 2 G n N .
It follows easily from the definition that if .G; N / is a Camina pair, then
The two extreme cases are when N D G 0 and when N D Z.G/. In the first case N D G 0 , we say that the group G is a Camina group, and this case has been studied in a number of papers ( [4, 8, 9] ). In this paper, we consider the other extreme case where N D Z.G/.
Under the assumption that .G; Z.G// is a Camina pair, we will give a very short proof that G must be a p-group for some prime p. Our main goal in this paper is to bound jZ.G/j in terms of jG W Z.G/j and associated quantities. It is quite easy to show that jZ.G/j < jG W Z.G/j (see Theorem 3.3) . We will show that better bounds exist. The first bound in terms of the index of the derived subgroup is not much more difficult to prove. Theorem 1. Let .G; Z.G// be a Camina pair. Then jZ.G/j Ä jG W G 0 j.
When .G; Z.G// is a Camina pair and Z.G/ < G 0 , then we also obtain a bound for jZ.G/j in terms of jG 0 W Z.G/j. In particular, we have the following result. With this theorem in hand, we are able to prove the most general result in this note.
Theorem 3. Let .G; Z.G// be a Camina pair. Then jZ.G/j < jG W Z.G/j 3=4 .
When jG W Z.G/j is small, we can obtain a stronger bound. This is the content of the next theorem. In particular, if jG W Z.G/j Ä p 8 , then jZ.G/j Ä jG W Z.G/j 1=2 .
Also, if G=Z.G/ does not have exponent p, we can also obtain a stronger result.
Theorem 5. Let .G; Z.G// be a Camina pair. If G is a p-group and the exponent of G=Z.G/ is not p, then jZ.G/j < jG W Z.G/j 1=2 .
When we originally started working on this problem, we conjectured that However, we will sketch out some properties of possible groups that would violate the conjecture, and while we cannot prove that such groups exist, we do have some reason to believe that they do.
Basics
We first prove that if .G; Z.G// is a Camina pair, then G is a p-group for some prime p. The key to proving this result is a fact proved by Camina.
Lemma 2.1. Let .G; Z.G// be a Camina pair. Then G is a p-group for some prime p.
Proof. In [1, Theorem 2], Camina proved that if .G; N / is a Camina pair, then G is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel N or either G=N or N is a p-group for some prime p. Since N D Z.G/, we see that G is not a Frobenius group. So either G=Z.G/ or Z.G/ is a p-group for some prime p. Given a 2 G n Z.G/ and z 2 Z.G/, we know that a and az are conjugate, so they have the same order. Since a and z commute, this implies that o.z/ divides o.a/. If G is not a p-group, then one can choose a and z to have coprime orders, a contradiction.
When .G; N / is a Camina pair and G is a p-group for some prime p, there is a connection between N and the lower and upper central series for G. We denote the lower central series by 
Lemma 2.2 ([8]
). Let .G; Z.G// be a Camina pair, and let p be the prime so that G is a p-group. Then Z i =Z i 1 has exponent p for 1 Ä i Ä c where c is the nilpotence class of G. In particular, Z.G/ is an elementary abelian p-group. Suppose N is a normal subgroup of G. The character Â 2 Irr.N / is said to be fully ramified with respect to G=N if Â is G-invariant and Â G has a unique irreducible constituent. Problem 6.3 of [6] shows that there are two other conditions that are equivalent to this condition. We make use of all of these equivalent conditions in the next lemma which is well known. Lemma 2.4. Let .G; Z.G// be a Camina pair. Every character in Irr.G j Z.G// is fully ramified with respect to G=Z.G/. In particular, jG W Z.G/j is a square.
Proof. Since .G; Z.G// is a Camina pair by assumption, we know that every character in Irr.G j Z.G// vanishes on G nZ.G/. In Problem 6.3 of [6] , it is shown that vanishing on G n N and being homogeneous upon restriction to N implies that an irreducible character is fully ramified with respect to G=N . Also, it is shown in that problem that if is fully ramified, then jG W Z.G/j D .1/ 2 . 
Proof. Consider the map D.g/ ! Z.G/ by d 7 ! OEd; g. By the definition of D.g/, we know that this map is well-defined. Since Z.G/ is central, this map is a homomorphism. To see that this map is onto, suppose z 2 Z.G/. By the Camina condition, there exists y 2 G so that OEy; g D z. But now, OEy; g 2 Z.G/ implies that y 2 D.g/. Finally, observe that C.g/ is the kernel of this homomorphism. We now apply the first isomorphism theorem to see that D.g/=C.g/ Š Z.G/.
We now obtain a bound of jZ.G/j in terms of jG W Z.G/j when G=Z.G/ does not have exponent p. This yields Theorem 5. Theorem 3.3. Let .G; Z.G// be a Camina pair where G is a p-group. If G=Z.G/ has exponent p n with n 1, then
In particular, jZ.G/j n < jG W Z.G/j.
Proof. Since G=Z.G/ has exponent p n , there exists an element
/ for i D 0; : : : ; n 1: 
Finally, we know that x 2 C.x/. It follows that p n divides jC.x/ W Z.G/j and
/j D jZ.G/j for i D 0; : : : ; n 1.
Finally, we have
It is not difficult to see that this implies that jG W Z.G/j jZ.G/j n p n :
We now apply Theorem 3.3 to 2-groups.
Furthermore, if equality holds, then G is a Camina group.
Camina group, and we know that the result holds. Thus, we may assume G is not a Camina group and Z.G/ < G 0 . In particular, G=Z.G/ is not abelian. This implies that G=Z.G/ does not have exponent 2. By Theorem 3.3, jZ.G/j 2 < jG W Z.G/j. This proves the corollary.
In particular, this says that if .G; Z.G// is a Camina pair where
and G is not a Camina group, then jZ.G/j D 2. Hence, jGj D 32. Looking through the small groups library, we have found that there are five such groups. In the small groups library in Magma they are SmallGroup.32; i / where i D 6; 7; 8; 43; 44. Henceforth, we may assume that p is odd and that G=Z.G/ has exponent p.
Centralizers of G=Z.G /
In this section, we consider the centralizers in G=Z.G/. We begin with a sufficient condition for such a centralizer to be abelian. In particular, we are working to show that jZ.G/j Ä jG W Z.G/j 1=2 when jG W Z.G/j is small. 
Proof. Since G=Z.G/ is nilpotent and not abelian,
This implies that
This implies that G 0 Z 2 Ä C.a/ and thus,
We now use a condition on centralizers to bound jZ.G/j in terms of jG W Z.G/j. 
Observe that jC.b/ W Z.G/j p holds. Also, we may apply Lemma 4.2 to see that
Together, these equations and inequalities imply that
By Lemma 3.2, we know that
and we conclude that jZ.G/j 2 Ä jG W Z.G/j.
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As a corollary, we obtain our bound when jG 0 W Z.G/j D p.
For any element g 2 G, the map x 7 ! OEg; xZ.G/ will be a homomorphism from G to G 0 =Z.G/ whose kernel is D.g/. This implies that jG W D.g/j Ä p for every g 2 G.
We are now done by Lemma 4.3.
This yields our conclusion when jG W Z.G/j Ä p 6 . Let .G; Z.G// be a Camina pair. We define the set C.G/ by
(We normally omit the G, and just write C.) If G 0 D Z.G/, then C is empty. On the other hand, it is not difficult to see that G 0 and C.G 0 / are contained in C , so C is nonempty if Z.G/ < G 0 . This next lemma gives a second characterization of C.
Lemma 4.6. Let .G; Z.G// be a Camina pair with Z.G/ < G 0 . Then
Proof. Suppose x 2 C. Then
Hence, there exists b 2 .C.x/ \ G 0 / n Z.G/. Observe that
and so x 2 C.
We now use the structure of C. On p-group Camina pairs 477 Also, notice that jG W D.x/j is the size of the conjugacy class of xZ.G/ in G=Z.G/. It is not difficult to see that the size of the conjugacy class of xZ.G/ in G=Z.G/ will be bounded by jG 0 W Z.G/j. Thus, jG W D.x/j Ä p l . It follows that jG W D.x/ \ D.y/j Ä p 2l , and working as in the last paragraph, we obtain k Ä 2l.
We get a better bound in a restricted case. 
It follows that C D C.a/. As C.a/ < G, this implies that C < G. Hence, in the notation of Lemma 4.7, we have k D m since jG W C.a/j D jZ.G/j. By that lemma, we obtain m Ä 2.n m 1/, and so, 3m C 2 Ä 2n.
5 Bounding jZ.G /j by jG 0 W Z.G /j
In this next theorem, we show that jZ.G/j can be bound by a function in terms of jG 0 W Z.G/j. This yields Theorem 2. Proof. Observe that l 1. Thus, if m Ä l, then m < 3l 1. Hence, we may assume that m > l. If C D C.a/ for some a 2 G 0 n Z.G/, then in the notation of Lemma 4.7, we have k D m, and by the conclusion of that lemma, m Ä 2l Ä 3l 1. Thus, we may assume that C.a/ is properly contained in C for all a 2 G 0 n Z.G/. This implies that C.G 0 / < C.a/ when a 2 .
We write S D ¹C.a/ j a 2 G 0 n Z.G/º for the set of centralizers so that In particular, jSj < .p l 1/. Let n be the positive integer so that
We then obtain jCj < .p l 1/.p n p h / C p h : Multiplying out the expression in the right-hand side of the inequality, we obtain
This shows that jCj < p lCn . Recall that l < m, so jC j < p mCn D jGj. If H is a subgroup of G so that every element of H lies in C , then we have jH j Ä jCj < p nCl . It follows that jH j Ä p nCl 1 . This implies that jG W H j p nCm =p nCl 1 D p m lC1 . In the context of Lemma 4.7, we may take k D m l C 1. Applying that lemma, we obtain m l C 1 Ä 2l. We conclude that m Ä 3l 1.
We now use the bound of the previous theorem to obtain a bound on jZ.G/j in terms of jG W Z.G/j. In particular, this is Theorem 3. Proof. Let l be an integer so that jG 0 W Z.G/j D p l . By Theorem 5.1, we know that m Ä 3l 1. By Lemma 4.2, jG W G 0 j p m . Thus jG 0 W Z.G/j Ä p n m . It follows that .m C 1/=3 Ä l and l Ä n m. Combining these, .m C 1/=3 Ä n m, and so m C 1 Ä 3n 3m. Finally, we deduce that 4m C 1 Ä 3n.
6 Bounding jZ.G /j when jG W Z.G /j is small When jG W Z.G/j is small, we can bound jZ.G/j by jG W Z.G/j 1=2 . This is Theorem 4. 
Proof. Let n, m be positive integers so that jG W Z.G/j D p n and jZ.G/j D p m . We need to show that either n m 4 or m Ä n=2. We assume n m Ä 3. We know by Corollary 4.5 that either m Ä n=2 or n m 3. If m Ä n=2, then the conclusion holds, so we assume that n m 3, and this implies that n m D 3. If the inequality 3m C 2 Ä 2n holds, then n C 2 Ä 3n 3m D 3.n m/ holds by adding n 3m to both sides. Since n m D 3, we have n Ä 7. On the other hand, we know jG W Z.G/j has to be a square, so n is even. Hence 
, then we again use Corollary 4.8 to obtain the conclusion. Thus, we may assume that jZ 2 W Z.G/j < p 3 .
We now suppose that jG 0 W Z.G/j D p 3 . By the previous paragraph, we have
and we may apply Corollary 4.8 once again to obtain the conclusion. Thus, we must have
Recall that G 0 Ä C.a/, and since
This implies that the hypotheses of Corollary 4.8 are met, and so the conclusion holds. For the rest of this proof, we have jG
We now apply Corollary 4.8, and we are done.
We have G 0 \Z 2 D G 0 , and since jZ 2 W Z.G/j < p 3 , we have We obtain m Ä 2, and since n m D 3. This implies n Ä 5. We have seen that n is even and at least 4. We conclude that n D 4 and m D 2, and the result holds. Thus, we may assume that b 1 2 L and this implies that b 1 2 D.b 2 /, and so,
By the previous paragraph, we know that b 2 L. We now suppose that a 2 G Notice that the previous paragraph implies that
We now show that there is a bijection between We next show that the map is one-to-one. Suppose that ha; Z.G/i ¤ ha 0 ; Z.G/i. Then G 0 D ha; a 0 ; Z.G/i, and we can repeat the previous paragraph with a and a 0 in place of a 1 and a 2 . From that paragraph, we know that
This shows that the map is one-to-one. Notice that
7 Examples?
The following are some properties of a possible family of groups which if the family exists would be a counterexample to the conjecture. We remind the reader that we do not have any examples of Camina pairs .G; Z.G// where jZ.G/j 2 > jG W Z.G/j. What follows is an outline of a possible family which if it is exists would have this property. In talking with James Wilson, we believe it is possible to prove that these groups exist, but since we do not have such a proof at this time, we do not know whether such groups do actually exist. Take p to be an odd prime and k to be an odd integer. Then G will be a class 3 group of order p 5kC1 . Both G=Z.G/ and Z.G/ have exponent p. (We would not be surprised if G has exponent p, but that does not seem to be required.) The center of G, Z.G/ has order p 2k . This implies that jG W Z.G/j D p 3kC1 . By Lemma 2.4, we know that jG W Z.G/j is a square which implies that 3k C 1 is even; this is why we need to require that k be odd. Thus, Z.G/ is an elementary abelian p-group of order p 2k . We have Z.G/ D OEG 0 ; G. Also, Z 2 .G/ is an abelian group of order p 3kC1 . In other words, Z 2 .G/=Z.G/ is an elementary abelian group of order p kC1 . If g 2 Z 2 .G/nZ.G/, then C G .g/ D Z 2 .G/. We require G=Z 2 .G/ to be abelian. Notice that jG W Z 2 .G/j D p 2k . We can show that jZ 2 .G/ W G 0 j Ä p. In particular, G n Z 2 .G/ is partitioned by the sets D.g/ n Z 2 .G/ as g runs over the elements in G n Z 2 .G/.
Obviously, G=Z.G/ is a class 2 group with exponent p whose center has order p kC1 and index p 2k . The centralizer of every noncentral element is abelian and has order p 2kC1 . Such groups definitely occur. Let S be a Sylow p-subgroup of SL 3 .p k /. Then T D S Z p has exactly these properties. Observe that In particular, these groups have the property that jZ.G/j < jG W Z.G/j 2=3 , and so, even if these groups exist, there would still be a gap between the bound we can prove and the bound that can be obtained (at least asymptotically).
